Across
10 Deconstruct United
Nations party? (4)
11 Playwright's first name
revealed ere cent is
transformed (7)
13 Disorder disordered
oxen aria (8)
14 Mint hard cash? (4)
15 Endless hopper
reveals religious
leader (5)
16 Take on best perhaps
in the meat market
(1-4,5)
17 They won't keep beer
I splash all over the
place! (11)
19 Exodus writer Uris
rearranged Christmas
in France (4)
20 Big birds found in
nature museum? (4)
23 Odd to find Aga after
some of the way (7)
25 It's fine for him to
keep the fires burning
during disturbed break
(6)
26 Village houses
population of 1,050, it
seems (6)
28 Take around to chalet
to cover small table
(3,5)
30 Remarked about
damaged lip, but
praised nevertheless
(12)
33 Goon takes safe to the
vendors and he's all
right, Jack! (5,7)
37 Decorated journalist
attached to military
display (8)
39 See 18 Down
40 Girl found in handbag
at Harrods (6)
41 Sandra sticks to
including taking
extreme action (7)
43 Fiery mountain ups
the ante! (4)
44 '60's singer finally
makes an appearance
in Hawaiian capital (4)
45 Bushmen lied about
being spotless (11)
48 Bert began to make a
cake, leaving nothing
out (10)
50 It's taken when going
(5)
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52 Leaping nobleman in
song (4)
53 Dispose of by
demolishing hut or
two (5,3)
54 Indisposed Arden and
gangster dissected
gland (7)
55 Blemish disliked by
strikers (4)
Down
1 Honest pub with no
money? (8)
2/44Imagine singer when
disciple meets with a
couple of unknown
numbers embraced by
rising Oasis star (4,6)
3 Holy man,
approaching bridge,
stiffens (6)
4 Monarch in taxi makes
a tasty sandwich! (4)
5 Looks like the bug is
infected - well, this
should get rid of it!
(10)
6 Secret disrupter goes
up French road back
to part of Basra in
reverse (8)
7 See 51
8 Earthman we arranged

50

54

to provide warning of
rain? (10)
9 Survivalist retains old
Vauxhall car (4)
12 Reportedly what a
panda does before it
shoots and leaves (4)
18/39
Falling apple
victim reveals the
gravity of the
situation (5,6)
21 Instrumental in
bringing some British
electricity to the
French (7)
22 Kaminski method may
involve just scratching
the surface (4)
24 Might be shiny, but
still part of a crushing
loss (5)
27 Pulses may be found
in bad Halal dish (4)
29 First lady takes a
breather after
ascending this (7)
31 Unpunctual - on
account of being
dead? (4)
32 Device to measure
how long it might take
Cockney to acquaint
with female? (5)
34 Sounds like more
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52

55

effort is needed to get
it out (10)
35 Made fuss around
Cheese (4)
36/52
Christ ends ills
somehow, making a
major film (10,4)
38 Refuge adds nothing
to status quo (5)
40 Milan set destroyed by
various complaints (8)
42 Acre mice cleared leaving a cold des(s)
ert (3,5)
44 See 2
46 The Italian comes up
to e.g.Terpsichore in
disarray for breakfast
(6)
47 Silver-plated Egyptian
god finds a
mausoleum here (4)
49 A revolutionary pain?
(4)
51/7She's only been a
tragic queen (4,6)
52 See 36

